Mystery in the Mansion
by Lauren Magaziner
JF Magaziner
A choose-your-path series debut
introduces a budding young
detective and his friends who need
the reader's help deciding which
suspects to interview, which
questions to ask and which clues to
follow. Includes interactive puzzles.

Children

Colossal Fossil: Super
Edition
by Ron Roy
JF Roy
Participating in a sleepover at the
science museum, Dink, Josh and
Ruth Rose lay out their sleeping bags
near the giant spinosaurus display
and awaken in the night to a terrible
crashing sound.

The Unforgettable
Guinevere St. Clair

The Nebula Secret

by Amy Makechnie

JF Trueit
Joining other students at Explorer
Academy, where the world's leading
scientists train them to become the
next generation of elite explorers,
Cruz discovers his family has a
mysterious past that could
jeopardize his future.

JF Makechnie
Determined to find her missing
neighbor, a 10-year-old girl follows
clues to places and people she never
expected, including the mother she
has been trying to forget.

The Haunted Serpent

by Trudi Strain Trueit

by Dora M. Mitchell

The Doughnut Whodunit

JF Mitchell
Spaulding, the son of reality
television ghost hunters, is chased
by a revenant before spotting
activity at an abandoned factory
that may or may not be tied to the
ghost of his dead neighbor.

JF Warner
The Boxcar Children investigate a
trendy new doughnut shop that is
stealing popular recipes from a
longtime store in Greenfield.

Midnight in the Piazza
by Tiffany Parks
JF Parks
After moving to Rome with her
father, Beatrice witnesses a shadowy
figure steal the turtle sculptures
from a fountain located outside her
window, and is determined to solve
the crime herself when no one
believes her story.

Mystery

by Gertrude Chandler Warner

Channel your inner sleuth and
solve these cases

Ernestine, Catastrophe
Queen
by Merrill Wyatt
JF Wyatt
A take-charge girl helps her
absentminded parents care for the
eccentric residents at their artist
retirement home, where she follows
clues to solve a dangerous mystery.
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The Showstopper: A
Rebecca Mystery

Misfits: Royal Academy
Rebels

Samantha Spinner and
the Super-Secret Plans

by Mary Casanova

by Jen Calonita

by Russell Ginns

JF American Girl
After odd mishaps befall a young
Broadway actress, Rebecca decides
to find out if someone is trying to
keep the starlet off the stage.

JF Calonita
Questioning the priorities of Royal
Academy and its angry
headmistress, a reluctant princess
makes a discovery that could change
the fairytale world forever.

JF Ginns
Feeling left out when her siblings
receive lucrative bequeathments
from their eccentric missing uncle,
Samantha begins to suspect an
ordinary umbrella is a clue.

Me, Frida, and the Secret
of the Peacock Ring

Sherlock Holmes and the
Disappearing Diamond

by Angela Cervantes

by Sam Hearn

JF Cervantes
When Lizzie and Gael share an
irresistible challenge to find the
peacock ring that once belonged to
artist Frida Kahlo, Paloma decides it
is the perfect way to honor her
deceased father.

JF Hearn
John Watson has barely settled into
his new school, Baker Street
Academy, when his teacher
announces a trip to one of London's
top museums, home to the Alpine
Star, the world's most famous jewel.

Clara Voyant

The Parker Inheritance

by Rachelle Delaney

by Varian Johnson

JF Barnett
One day, Mac receives a telephone
call from the Queen of England,
recruiting him to find the crown
jewels. He embarks on his first
adventure as a secret agent.

JF Delaney
Stuck writing the horoscopes in her
school newspaper, Clara sees her
predictions coming true. Skeptical of
her psychic ability, she decides to try
to solve a mystery at school using
her detective skills, and a little
intuition.

JF Johnson
Candice is spending the summer in
the old house that belonged to her
grandmother. She finds the letter
that sent her grandmother on a
treasure hunt and finds herself
caught up a mystery.

The Chocopocalypse

Zap!

The Art of the Swap
by Kristine Carlson Asselin
JF Asselin
The present-day daughter of a
museum caretaker and the tween
heiress subject of a painting that
went missing during a legendary
heist in 1905 mysteriously switch
places with each other in ways that
find the former struggling to prevent
the theft while the latter becomes
introduced to smartphones, pants
and sports.

Mac Undercover
by Mac Barnett

by Chris Callaghan
JF Callaghan
When news breaks of an ancient
prophecy that predicts the world will
run out of chocolate in six days, it is
up to Jelly Welly and her Gran to
prevent the chocopocalypse.

by Martha Freeman
JF Freeman
Luis and Maura investigate the cause
of a long-term, city-wide power
outage in Hampton, New Jersey.
Includes facts about electric power
and instructions for assembling an
emergency kit.

The Jolly Regina
by Kara LaReau
JF LaReau
Patiently awaiting the return of
parents who went missing a year
earlier, sisters who avoid excitement
at any cost are kidnapped by an allfemale band of pirates who subject
them to a high-seas romp.

